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Preview

◼Physical world adversarial attacks are 

harmful in real world but are 

conspicuous to human. Many works

improve naturalness of attacks.

◼But how to evaluate the naturalness 

of these attacks? 

Contribution

◼We take the first step to evaluate the naturalness of physical world attacks.

◼We contribute Physical World Naturalness (PAN) dataset, including 2688 

images with human ratings and human gaze.

◼We unveil how environment and human gaze contribute to naturalness.

◼We provide algorithms to evaluate naturalness of physical world attacks, by 

aligning model behavior with human behavior.

Background



Introduction

With prominent success gained by DNNs, physical world attacks can easily fail 

DNNs by daily artifacts with adversarial capability 

Surveillance Autonomous DrivingFace detection

However, physical world attacks are often conspicuous, allowing human to 

easily identify and remove such attacks in real world

◼In 48 physical world attack papers we surveyed:

◼20 papers (42%) emphasize their attack is natural and stealthy.

Natural physical world attack is a critical issue!



Introduction

◼In 20 papers claimed to be natural:

◼11 papers perform no experiment to validate their claim

◼11 papers claim their attack closely imitate natural image, but do this 

mean naturalness in human?

◼5 papers validate naturalness by human experiment, but in a case-by-

case setting

But how to we assess naturalness?
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Introduction

Contribution

◼We take the first step to evaluate the 

naturalness of physical world attacks.

◼We contribute Physical World Naturalness 

(PAN) dataset, including 2688 images with 

human ratings and human gaze.

◼We unveil how environment and human gaze 

contribute to naturalness.

◼We provide algorithms to evaluate naturalness 

of physical world attacks, by aligning model 

behavior with human behavior.

◼How to assess the naturalness of physical world adversarial attacks?

◼Assessing and understanding by human

◼Automated evaluation by an algorithm



Physical Attack Naturalness (PAN) Dataset

Human Rating: MOS

Human Gaze: Heatmap

◼Image Quality Assessment (IQA) treats 

human judgement as golden standard.

◼However, they focus on different 

distortion type, image source and 

evaluated content.

Our Contribution

◼Contribute physical attack naturalness (PAN) dataset.

◼Contains 2688 images with human ratings and gaze.

◼Considers effect of environmental and semantic variations, with enhanced diversity

Raw Image

Previous IQA dataset vs our dataset



Physical Attack Naturalness (PAN) Dataset

Environment Variations: background, illuminance, pitch/yaw, distance, baselines

◼PAN considers environmental variations, model diversity and semantic diversity

Model diversity: 

generate attack on different model

Semantic diversity: 

generate attack on different natural image



Insights from PAN

◼Insight 1: Naturalness is affected by contextual features, including semantic 

diversity and environmental variations; Naturalness can be improved by selecting 

proper contextual features.

Impact of semantic diversity.

The effect is significant (p<.001)

Physical world attacks can be more stealthy at certain occasions!

Impact of environment factor and baselines.

The effect is significant except background

Factors Significance

Background p=0.588, n.s.

Illumination p<.001

Pitch angle p<.001

Yaw angle p<.001

Distance p<.001

Baselines p<.001



Insights from PAN

◼Insight 2: Contextual features have disparate impact on naturalness of different 

attacks, which can lead to biased evaluation even under identical settings.

◼Different attacks can have different naturalness under certain conditions, while 

still being statistically significant

◼Should report naturalness results on multiple scenarios to avoid randomness

◼Insight 3: Naturalness is correlated with behavioral feature (i.e., human gaze). 

Manipulation of human gaze can be a feasible direction to improve naturalness.

◼Attacks are considered less natural if gaze are more centralized (p <.05), or 

focus more on vehicle (p < .001)

◼A way to improve naturalness of attacks is to mislead human gaze.



Assess Naturalness by Dual Prior Alignment

◼Human labels are expensive.

◼How to automatically assess naturalness, without human participation?

Simple supervised training cannot sufficiently capture human value.

We propose Dual Prior Alignment (DPA) algorithm, which:

◼Align model rating distribution with human rating distribution.

◼Align model attention with human gaze.



Experiments

◼Do we even need to collect PAN dataset?

◼Can methods trained on existing IQA dataset accurately evaluate naturalness?

◼Train on existing TID 2013 dataset, evaluate on PAN

◼Results:

◼Existing IQA dataset do not solve the problem of naturalness evaluation!



Experiments

◼Do we get better result by Dual Prior Alignment?

◼Are human behaviors helpful?

◼Results:

Model attention are also more 

aligned with human gaze, while

others focus on spurious areas

Incorporating human behaviors 

are indeed helpful!



Experiments

◼Do we get better generalization to real world?

◼Can DPA evaluate naturalness of new methods and scenarios?

◼Results:

Model attention stay aligned with 

human gaze.

Our DPA also gets best 

generalization!

However, additional domain 

adaptation approach is required.



Thanks For Your Interest!
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